tottman <tottman@gmail.com>
To: adam foltz <adamfoltz@gmail.com>

Thu, Jul 7, 2011 at 11:23 AM

4 attachments
- Menasha streets.pdf
  91K
- appleton streets.pdf
  69K
- neenah streets.pdf
  103K
- Appleton alternative.pdf
  345K

Adam Foltz <adamfoltz@gmail.com>
To: Michelle Litjens <michilit99@gmail.com>

Thu, Jul 7, 2011 at 12:44 PM

Michelle,

As per our conversation, here are the maps in question.

Please delete these when you are done and don't share with anyone outside of Robin, Fitz and I.

Thanks,

Adam

--- Forwarded message ---
From: totman <tottman@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Jul 7, 2011 at 11:23 AM
Subject: Maps
To: adam foltz <adamfoltz@gmail.com>

4 attachments
- Menasha streets.pdf
  91K
- appleton streets.pdf
  69K